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In this tutorial we will explain the steps to translate content that related to Public Relations and 
marketing Department. 

 

Translate News 

Open the news that you want to translate it then click on translate tab and choose the language that 
you want by click on the add link beside the language, in our example we will choose German language. 

 

 

 

  

Then you should translate all the fields that need to translate like (Title, body, etc…). 

So we will get a translated news. 



 

 

Translate Events 

First of all, you should open the event from “Edit Events” page from the PR user page  

 

Then click on “Translate” tab and choose the language you want then translate all the fields that need 
translation like (title, body etc...). 

 

So we will get a translated event. 



 

 

Translate announcement 

Firstly, you should open the announcement that you want to translate from PR user page “Edit 
Announcement”. 

 

Then click on translate tab and choose the language that you want to translate to, then translate all the 
fields that need translation like title, etc. 

 

So we will get a translated announcement. 



 

 

Translate “Focus on Area” 

Firstly, open “Focus on Area” from “Edit Focus on Area” then click on the tab “translation” and choose 
the language that you want to translate to then translate the fields that need translation like (title, body, 
etc…). 

 

 

So we will get a translated “Focus on Area”. 

 

 

Translate “Front Slideshow” 



Go to Edit Front Page Slideshow in PR user page then open the slideshow that you want to translate.

 

Then click on the “Translate” tab and choose the language that you want to translate to in our case we 
will choose German language. 

 

Then you should translate the fields of the slideshow that need translation like title and slideshow image 
and title of it. 

 

Translate Gallery 

Open the album that you want to translate then click on “Translate” tab. 

 

Then choose the language that you want, in our example I will choose Arabic language then translate all 
the fields that need translation like (Title, Images, Images title). 

 

Translate Publication 

Go to Edit Publication in PR user page then open the Publication that you want to translate then click on 
“Translate” tab and choose the language that you want to translate to. 



 

Then translate all the fields that need translation like (Title, attachment, etc…). 

So you will get a translated publication. 

 

 

Translate Tenders 

Go to Edit Tenders in PR user page then open the Tender that you want to translate then click on 
“Translate” tab and choose the language that you want to translate to. 

 

Then translate all the fields that need translation like (Title, Body, attachment, etc…). 

So you will get a translated tender. 

 

 



Translate Job Vacancies 

Go to Edit Job Vacancies in PR user page then open the Job Vacancy that you want to translate then click 
on “Translate” tab and choose the language that you want to translate to. 

 

Then translate all the fields that need translation like (Title, Body, etc…). 

 

So you will get a translated job vacancy. 

 

Translate Banners 

Go to Edit Banners in PR user page then open the Banner that you want to translate then click on 
“Translate” tab and choose the language that you want to translate to. 

 

Then translate all the fields that need translation like (Title, image, etc…). 



 

So you will get a translated banner. 

 

 

Translate Buildings 

Go to Edit Buildings in PR user page then open the Building that you want to translate then click on 
“Translate” tab and choose the language that you want to translate to. 

 

Then translate all the fields that need translation like (Title, Body, etc…). 

 

So you will get a translated building. 

 

Translate Conferences 



Go to Edit Conferences in PR user page then open the Conference that you want to translate then click 
on “Translate” tab and choose the language that you want to translate to. 

 

 

Then translate all the fields that need translation like (Title, Body, etc…). 

 

So you will get a translated conference. 

 

Translate Release of Periodical Publications 

Go to Edit Release of Periodical Publications in PR user page then open the Release of Periodical 
Publication that you want to translate then click on “Translate” tab and choose the language that you 
want to translate to. 



 

 

Then translate all the fields that need translation like (Title, Attachement, etc…). 

 

So you will get a translated periodical publication. 

 

 


